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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20548 

The Honorable Elliott H. Levitas 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Investigations 

and Oversight 
Committee on Public Works 

and Transportation 
House of Representatives 

War Mr. Chairman: 

As requested in your June 7, 1984, letter and in subsequent 
dincussions with your office, we have reviewed the extent of 
15 PA ' s management information for tracking Superfund enforcement 
actions. This report discusses the management information EPA 
maintains for this purpose and makes a recommendation to the 
Mministrator, Environmental Protection Agency. 

As arranged with your office, we are sending copies to the 
ap[)ropriate congressional committees; the Administrator, 
l?nvirOnrnental Protection Agency; and other interested parties. 

I’ Director 





REPOIW I-3Y ‘WE 
GENERAI”, ACCC)IJNTING OFFICE 

EPA COULD BENEFIT FROM 
COMPREHENSIVE MANAGEMENT 
INFORMATION ON SUPERFUND 
ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS 

II 1: G E s T ------ 

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980, 
commonly known as "Superfund," was enacted in 
response to the threat to public health and 
the environment posed by uncontrolled hazard- 
ou!~ chemicals at thousands of disposal sites 
across the nation. The act established a $1.6 
billion fund to help clean up these sites and 
provided that the parties responsible for the 
hazardous conditions at the sites should 
either perform cleanups themselves or reim- 
burse the government for cleaning up the 
sites. The Environmental Protection Agency's 
(EPA's) efforts to compel responsible parties 
to perform site cleanups or reimburse the 
qovernment are generally referred to as 
"Superfund enforcement" actions. 

At the request of the Chairman, Subcommittee 
on Investigations and Oversight, House Commit- 
tee on Public Works and Transportation, GAO 
reviewed the extent to which EPA maintains 
manaqement information for tracking Superfund 
enforcement actions. GAO found that EPA's 
headquarters and regional offices have detail- 
cd information in individual files and have 
created systems for reporting various catego- 
r 1 e B of Superfund enforcement data. Most of 
those systems were developed in recent years 
as the growing number of cases prompted pro- 
qram managers to devise systematic ways of 
keeping track of individual enforcement 
actions. However, according to EPA enforce- 
ment officials, if the number of Superfund 
enforcement cases continues to rise as pro- 
jected, it will become increasingly beneficial 
for EPA program managers to maintain more com- 
prehensive Superfund enforcement tracking 
information to help them answer questions such 
as "How long are different steps in the 
enforcement process taking?" and "Are the time 
frames that have been set for the process 
beinq met?" Although several EPA enforcement 
program managers cited benefits that would 
result from having a system for providing 
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comprehensive information for tracking 
enforcement actions, EPA has not assessed the 
feasibility of implementing such a system. 

THE SUPERFUND 
ENFORCEMENT PROCESS 

EPA's Superfund enforcement actions involve 
steps such as (1) identifying responsible 
parties, (2) notifying them of their potential 
liability for cleaning up the site, (3) nego- 
tiating with parties to determine if a mutu- 
ally agreeable settlement is possible, and 
(4) recording any settlements that are 
reached. As of August 31, 1984, settlements 
for about $304 million in responsible party 
cleanups had been reached.1 If a settlement 
is not reached, EPA can clean up the site with 
federal funds and seek to recover the cost of 
cleanup later. Cost-recovery settlements for 
government-performed cleanups worth an 
additional $6.4 million had been reached as of 
August 31, 1984. (See pp. 2 to 4.) 

Superfund enforcement actions can be taken for 
different phases of a site cleanup. For 
example, EPA may wish to take an enforcement 
action to obtain cleanup or cost recovery for 
phases such as emergency cleanup, long-range 
cleanup of surface contamination, or ground- 
water cleanup. (See p. 3.) 

EPA'S SUPERFUND ENFORCEMENT 
CASE LOAD WILL INCREASE 

As of August 31, 1984, EPA had sent out 5,250 
letters to responsible parties for purposes 
such as notifying them of their liability for 
site cleanup. In addition, EPA had concluded 
152 negotiations for site cleanup or cost 
recovery with responsible parties and had 125 
ongoing negotiations. EPA estimates that the 
number of hazardous waste sites it has identi- 
fied will eventually increase from about 
18,000 to about 22!000 and that the number of 
these sites that are considered by EPA to be 
its worst sites --the Superfund sites--will 
increase from 538 to between 1,400 and 2,200. 
According to EPA enforcement officials, if the 
number of Superfund sites grows as antici- 
pated, the level of Superfund enforcement will 

'The data in this report were the most current 
available at the time GAO completed its audit 
work. 
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increase as well. The officials said that an 
increase in enforcement actions will lead to 
an increase in the amount of tracking informa- 
ti.on that EPA managers will need to maintain. 
( s CL? t? p p . 7 and 8.) 

'r'he amount of information that EPA collects on 
any enforcement action depends upon factors 
:;uch as the number of responsible parties 
involved and the complexity of the case. For 
example, an enforcement action can involve 
hundreds of responsible parties if hundreds of 
hazardous waste generators and/or transporters 
contributed waste to the site. Complex legal 
cases can take several years to complete and 
can result in large quantities of data. The 
regional files that EPA maintains for some of 
these cases fill several file cabinets. (See 
pa 8.) 

EPA'S SUPERFUND ENFORCEMENT 
TRACKING INFORMATION 

According to EPA officials, in the early years 
of the Superfund program--when relatively few 
enforcement actions had been taken--program 
managers were able to keep track of the prog- 
ress of each enforcement action. However, as 
the number of Superfund enforcement actions 
increased, the headquarters enforcement divi- 
sions and regional offices began creating 
individual management information systems to 
help track enforcement activities. Often the 
sys terns were developed to provide information 
in response to requests from upper-level EPA 
management or the Congress. (See p. 7.) 

The inEormation systems that EPA has developed 
can supply various types of Superfund enforce- 
ment tracking data. For example, one EPA 
headquarters division, the Office of Enforce- 
ment: and Compliance Monitoring, has developed 
an automated information system that records 
milestone dates for enforcement cases that 
have been or are going to be filed in court. 
Another headquarters division, the Office of 
Waste Programs Enforcement, has recently auto- 
mated the information it maintains on the 
S t d t U 5; of Superfund enforcement cases, includ- 
ing information on dates such as when (1) the 
search for responsible parties is completed, 
(2) notice letters are sent to responsible 
parties, (3) negotiations with responsible 
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parties begin, (4) cases are referred from 
EPA'~ regional offices to EPA headquarters and 
the Department of Justice, (5) administrative 
orders are issued, and (6) settlements with 
responsible parties are reached. GAO's work 
in EPA's Boston and Chicago regions disclosed 
that these regional offices also maintain cer- 
tain categories of summary data on Superfund 
enforcement cases, much of which is similar to 
the type of information maintained by EPA's 
headquarters divisions. (See pp. 8 to 13.) 

According to EPA enforcement officials, 
management information systems such as these 
provide valuable Superfund enforcement data. 
They do not, however, provide data on all of 
the enforcement milestones EPA officials told 
GAO were significant for tracking Superfund 
enforcement actions. For example, although 
EPA has established a 60-day goal for conclud- 
ing negotiations with responsible parties, EPA 
has not required the regional offices to main- 
tain information on whether this goal is being 
met. In addition, data on whether responsible 
parties are meeting the agreed-upon milestones 
for site cleanup for all enforcement actions 
is not available in EPA's management informa- 
tion systems. (See pp. 8 to 14.) 

EPA OFFICIALS' VIEWS ON THE 
BENEFITS OF COMPREHENSIVE 
ENFORCEMENT TRACKING INFORMATION 

EPA enforcement program managers said that 
they could cite few examples of management 
problems caused by the absence of comprehen- 
sive enforcement tracking information, in part 
because the relatively small number of Super- 
fund enforcement actions in the program's 
early years made tracking these actions com- 
paratively easy. However, the program man- 
agers cited benefits that they believed would 
result from maintaining comprehensive Super- 
fund enforcement tracking information. First, 
the information would allow managers to deter- 
mine how long different steps in the enforce- 
ment process are taking so that reasonable 
time frames for completing these steps can be 
set, Second, it would provide an easy way to 
determine whether time frames set for the 
enforcement process are being met. Third, the 
information would help managers in workload 
planning by providing data on upcoming 
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F."nf'rlrccmclnt steps. Fourth, the information 
w0i1l.d hrilj) RPA offficials to mare easily 
recpcmd to reqllests for information from the 
CC')r'lC~r(~::;I; and other sources. (See pp* 13 and 
14.) 

A.lth~,u~~h enforcement officials from EPA's 
hcad(~uarters and Boston Regional Office cited 
t)c?ncfits that: would result from maintaining 
c!om~)rcl-lc?nnivt? Superfund enforcement tracking 
i n f’orma t ion, officials from EPA's Chicago 
Reqional. Office said they believed that using 
this information to set time frames for com- 
plotinq anforcement steps would not be very 
useful because the enforcement problems posed 
by every site are different. The officials 
were concerned that EPA headquarters officials 
would treat average time frames as a standard 
for tavaluating reyional performance on en- 
I~rct?ment cases without regard for the differ- 
c? n C: C: 5 bc tweet2 sites. (See PP. 13 and 14.) 

EPA headquarters officials said that they had 
not yet developed a comprehensive management 
informat ion system for Superfund enforcement 
a c: t i 0 n s because the information had not been a 
hirlh priority in the early years of the pro- 
<Tram and because of budgetary constraints and 
oompet iny demands on staff time. The offi- 
cials noted that they are considering setting 
up a working group to explore the feasibility 
of .c;rrch a system. (See PP. 13 and 14.) 

RECOMMENDATION 

In view of the growing enforcement workload, 
GA0 recommends that the l?PA Administrator 
assess the feasibility of developing and main- 
t.aininq a comprehensive Superfund enforcement 
manacJe?ment information sys&em and, if cost 
r’f~fective, implement. such a system. In making 
t h i Fj assessment, the Administrator should con- 
sider the needs of EPA's program managers and 
the Clon<~ress. 

GAO did not request EPA to officially comment 
ori khis report. However, GAO did discuss the 
matters presented in this report with EPA 
)Icadyuarters and regional program officials 
rfisponsihle for Superfund enforcement and 
t.ht?i.r views have been included in the report 
wherrc appropriate. 
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CHAPTER 1 -- 

INTRODUCTION - 

Uuring the 1970's the American public became increasingly 
conc(srnod alwut the threat posed by uncontrolled hazardous 
c: h tr In i ~3‘ a 1. ~5 at thousands of disposal sites across the nation. In 
r~~!~pon!~~c! to this growing concern, the Congress enacted the 
ClNnl>rc.!hcns .ive Environmental Response, Compensation, and 
J,i.abili.ty Act of 1980 (commonly known as "Superfund") to provide 
f"ror tjmeryency response and long-term cleanup at hazardous waste 
:; i t~ti; 
I,r.c>vicic:rl 

To help pay for these cleanup activities, the Congress 
a $1.6 billion fund. In addition, Superfund provided 

that the parties responsible for the hazardous conditions should 
ttither (1) perform cleanups themselves or (2) reimburse the fund 
for cleanups performed by the government.' EPA's efforts to 
achieve these objectives are generally referred to as "Superfund 
enforcement" actions. 

In recent years EPA's Superfund enforcement program has 
i)een the subject of considerable controversy. One focus of this 
(:(>ntrover:;y has been the speed with which Superfund enforcement 
dc t ions are taken. Answers to questions such as "HOW long do 
Supc:irf:und enforcement actions take?" and "What steps in the 
enforct:~mt.!nt: process require most time?" are important to evalu- 
atinq the management of EPA's Superfund enforcement activities. 
Members t>f: the Congress have recently expressed concern that EPA 
m;ly not bc? maintaininy the information needed to adequately 
(answer these quest ions. 

ENFORCEMENT PKOVISIONS OF THE ACT - -- 

E I' A ' 2.. Superfund enforcement authority is derived 
principally from sections 106 and 107 of the act. Section 106 
auti~c)r izes EPA (by Presidential delegation) to issue administra- 
tive <>rder:-; that compel the responsible parties to clean up 
hazardous; waste sites when it can be demonstrated that "there 
may be an imminent and substantial endangerment to the public 
hoa1.th or welfare or the environment because of an actual or 
threatc?rred release of a hazardous substance from a facility."2 
The rcsponz; ible party and EPA may negotiate an agreement for 
cleilnup, in which case EPA issues a "consent" order; or EPA may 
i Y s II c_l a "unilateral" order without input from the responsible 
pa r t. y . A!? OF August 31, 1984, EPA had issued 42 administrative 
con~;ent: orders and 89 administrative unilateral orders under 

l'1'hc.i I,<-irt ies responsible for site cleanup under Superfund 
i.rr<rlutit? i ntl i.vi.duals, corporations, or other entities who are 
(1) past or present owners or operators of sites and/or 
(2) generators or transporters who contributed hazardous 
su1)stances to sites. 

2The President delegated authority for enforcing the act to EPA 
by Executive Order 12316 on August 14, 1981. 



i:~ic~(.:t icon 106. Failure to comply with a section 105 order may 
rf:r;ult in a fine of up to $5,000 per day and punitive damages of 
ill> tc) three times the cost of cleaning up the site. 

Section 106 also authorizes EPA to pursue a judicial remedy 
i.nr;tc!ad of an administrative one. Under this section EPA may 
ask a federal district court to require responsible parties to 
mitigate any danger or threat of danger from hazardous waste 
~sites, If EPA and the responsible parties negotiate an agree- 
ment for cleanup, they may-- subject to court approval--have the 
court issue a "consent decree." Consent decrees provide certain 
features that administrative orders do not, such as long-term 
court oversight of compliance with separate cleanup milestones. 
As of August. 31, 1984, EPA had reached settlements resulting 
from both administrative and judicial actions under section 106 
worth about $304 million. Under these settlements, the 
rtf>;ponsible parties can clean up the sites themselves or pay 
contractors to provide cleanups according to the specifications 
a~jrecd upon with EPA. 

EPA may also clean up sites itself using Superfund money 
and file an action under section 107 to recover the cost of the 
$Luanup. Section 107 provides that past and present owners and 
;c>perators of sites and generators and transporters who contri- 
~$utetl hazardous substances to sites shall be liable for al.1 
cleanup costs. As of August 31, 1984, EPA had successfully 
+x~ni:luded cost-recovery actions at 35 sites for about $6.4 
million under section 107. 

THE SUPERFUND ENFORCEMENT PROCESS 

EPA regional offices conduct most of the steps in the 
Superfund enforcement process. However, Superfund enforcement 
actions can occur at different points in the cleanup process and 
cdn involve both regional and headquarters personnel. Cases can 
aL~t3 involve hundreds of responsible parties, some of which can 
be identified late in the process. Because flexibility is 
required in dealing with these variables, it is difficult. t-c") 

(define a11 of the decision points or milestones that are 
i.mport;ant for tracking Superfund enforcement actions. However, 

fin general these actions include the following ma:jor elements: 

--Rcsp~~nsibLe parties are identified. 

~ --Responsible parties are notified of their potential 
liability for cleaning up the site. 

--EPA and the responsible parties negotiate to determine if 
a mutually agreeable settlement is possible. 

--Negotiated settlements are recorded in administrative 
orders or court-issued consent decrees. If a settlement 
has not been reached, EPA can (1) issue an administrative 
order or obtain a court order requiring the responsible 



party to clean up the site and/or (2) clean up the site 
with federal funds and seek to recover the cost of 
cleanup later. 

I";nfr>ccement actions can be taken for both "remr3val" actions 
(when a quick response is needed to mitigate a substantial 
tlancjcr) and "remedial" cleanups (which provide a long-term 
:,;olution when time is available) . 

Enforcement process 
TKr removal actions ^-"-11".m.-- 

The type of enforcement action taken on removal cleanups 
dc:pend:; on whether a responsible party who is willing and able 
to perform the removal can be readily contacted. If, upon con- 
tacting the responsible party, a rapid settlement and cleanup 
appear likely, EPA can record the agreement in a consent order 
and allow the responsible party to perform the removal action. 
fIc,wcver , if the responsible party is unknown or is reluctant to 
act I EPA generally pays for the removal action out of Superfund 
money and seeks to recover the cost later. EPA officials told 
us that this is the most common method of handling removals 
because it allows the quick cleanup response considered neces- 
:;ary. To obtain cost recovery, EPA generally identifies the 
responsible parties and sends them a letter demanding payment. 
ff the responsible parties do not pay, EPA refers the case to 
the Department of Justice for litigation. 

Enforcement process 
Ear remedial actions -, 

The enforcement procedures for remedial cleanups are more 
complex and time-consuming than those for removals. First, EPA 
conducts a search to identify all potentially liable responsible 
parties. Then, after the responsible parties are identified, 
I:PA sends them notice letters that may, among other purposes, 
notify the responsible parties that (1) they are liable for site 
cleanup, (2) they may negotiate to conduct the technical 
investigation and review of cleanup alternatives (known as the 
remedial investigation/feasibility study), (3) the remedial 
investigation/feasibility study is complete and that specific 
actions are required for cleanup, and/or (4) a date, time, and 
I.ocation have been set to meet with EPA. Notice letters may 
also request that responsible parties submit information to EPA, 
such as the identity, volume, and transporter of hazardous 
substances stored at the site. 

EPA may negotiate with responsible parties to determine 
whether they will perform various phases of site cleanup, such 
as the remedial investigation/feasibility study, cleanup of 
surface problems at the site, or cleanup of groundwater con- 
taminated by the site. They may negotiate for one phase at a 
time or for several phases at once. 



If negotiations are successful, the terms of the agreement 
between EPA and the responsible parties are incorporated into an 
administrative consent order or a consent decree. An EPA 
rccj~ional attorney told us that when many parties are involved in 
II e y 0 t: i a t i (3 n 6 , they are more willing to agree to a financial 
settlement in which each party contributes a portion of the 
cleanup cost, rather than to a settlement where the parties 
actually join in cleaning up the site. The financial settlement 
alternative is similar to cost recovery, because the responsible 
parties contribute money while EPA arranges for the cleanup. If 
the amount of the settlement is not enough to cover eventual 
cleanup costs, EPA can take a cost-recovery action against the 
same responsible parties --provided the original settlement did 
not preclude this --and against any other responsible parties who 
did not participate in the settlement. 

If negotiations are unsuccessful, EPA can (1) use Superfund 
money to clean up the site or (2) issue a unilateral administra- 
tive order or obtain a court order forcing the responsible 
parties to clean up the site. When EPA cleans up the site with 
fund money, the agency attempts to recover the cost of the 
cleanup later. EPA sends a demand letter for payment to the 
responsible parties. If the responsible parties ignore the 
demand letter, the case is forwarded for litigation. When EPA 
issues a unilateral administrative order or obtains a court 
order requiring site cleanup, the responsible party must comply 
with the terms of the order or face the prospect of paying fines 
and damages. 

State involvement in Superfund enforcement 

Unlike some environmental laws--such as the Clean Water 
Act* Clean Air Act, and Resource Conservation and Recovery 
Act-- Superfund does not provide authority for delegating EPA's 
enforcement responsibility to the states. However, states can 
order private responsible parties to take removal and remedial 
cleanup actions under state laws and can, under two conditions, 
use section 107 of Superfund to recover their own expenditures 
for cleaning up sites. The two conditions provided for in the 
act are that (1) the state brings suit in a federal district 
court rather than a state court and (2) the cleanup action the 
state is seeking to recover funds for must be consistent with 
the National Contingency Plan. This plan, first published by 
EPA in 1968 to outline procedures for oil-spill cleanups, was 
revised by EPA in 1982 to include a delineation of federal and 
state response authorities for abandoned or uncontrolled 
hazardous waste sites. 

State laws authorizing hazardous waste cleanup enforcement 
actions cover a wide spectrum. For example, Minnesota and New 
Hampshire have their own Superfund-like hazardous waste cleanup 
laws that contain enforcement provisions. Michigan, on the 
other hand, has a hazardous waste law that provides authority 
for cost recovery but not for compelling cleanups by responsible 
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part ie 3 I, In further contrast, Connecticut has no Superfund-like 
leg i:"El.atkon but has expanded the authority of its water pollu- 
tion control laws to cover hazardous waste cleanup and enforce- 
m('!rrt. activities. 

According to an EPA policy document, Superfund's silence on 
:;t:ate delegation means that EPA and the states must establish a 
cr>llabr)rative relationship without a specific statutory 
framework. 3 In general, EPA's regional offices and the states 
dt?termine for themselves the nature and extent of their 
relationship. However, EPA enforcement officials told us that 
if a state is taking or planning to take enforcement action at a 
site, EPA will generally classify the site as "state enforcement 
lead" and avoid ar postpone federal enforcement action pending 
the results of the state's enforcement action. According to 
both EPA and state enforcement officials, information sharing 
between EPA and the states tends to be handled informally, For 
example, although EPA headquarters enforcement officials know 
the states have taken several enforcement actions, they told us 
that they did not know the number or location of all state 
enforcement actions. EPA attorneys said that Superfund does not 
give EPA the authority to require the states to submit informa- 
tion on the progress of state enforcement actions. 

OBJECTIVES~ SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

By letter dated June 7, 1984, and in subsequent discussions 
with his office, the Chairman, Subcommittee on Investigations 
and Oversight, House Committee on Public Works and Transporta- 
tion, requested us to review the extent of EPA's management 
information for tracking the progress of cost-recovery actions 
and privately financed cleanups under Superfund. As agreed with 
the Chairman's office, we obtained information on 

--what management information systems EPA has for recording 
Superfund enforcement tracking information and 

--what milestones and decision points EPA management 
believes are important for tracking Superfund enforcement 
actions. 

As further agreed with the Chairman's office, these steps 
were accomplished principally through (1) discussing the Super- 
fund enforcement process and its significant milestones and 
decision points with EPA's technical and legal program managers 
in EPA's Washington, D.C., headquarters and in Regions I 
(Boston) and V (Chicago) and (2) obtaining information and I ! opinions on EPA's headquarters and regional enforcement tracking 
efforts by interviewing EPA officials, reviewing the documents 
EPA maintains on the subject, and examining the reports produced 

3EPA policy paper on "EPA/State Relationship in Hazardous Waste 
Enforcement Under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act" (October 2, 1984). 
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by EPA's management information systems. We d4.d not examine the 
accuracy of EPA's enforcement data, since our review was 
focused on the extent of EPA's information systems rather than 
the data maintained in the systems. 

When the Chairman's letter was received in June 1984, we 
had already begun reviewing EPA'S Superfund enforcement informa- 
tion systems as part of our basic legislative responsibilities. 
Our audit work was conducted from February 1984 to August 1984. 
The data in this report was the most current available at the 
time we completed our audit work. 

The Chairman's office requested that we should not obtain 
official agency comments. However, the matters presented in 
this report were discussed with EPA headquarters and regional 
program officials responsible for Superfund enforcement and 
their views have been included in the report where appropriate. 
Except as noted above, we made our review in accordance with 
generally accepted government auditing standards. 



CHAPTFH 2 ..--.--1-L-. I._ - 

A COMPREHENSIVE SUPERE'UND ENPORCEMENT TKACKICNG - -..l.l-. ." ..-- _ ____--_(__- -_l_l*--_--,,l*l-_.r^__ll-_ll~_-_----- 

S?ISTEM COULD HENEPIT EPA MANAGEMENT II-.-- ------ Ill".---- 

HI"/1 ' I; hea'dquarters and regional offices have created systems 
I:of ~'.~tpo~"t/nq vari.ous categories of enforcement data. Most of 
I: tlt."!Ifh :;y:.;tems were developed in recent years as the growing number 
( 3 '1 ( " ~ ,, I 1 ('j r; h prompted p'rogram managers to devise systematic ways of 
k(it?l~ i WI track of individual enforcement actions. According to EPA 
fin1 orc!u~r111f?r11 offici.als, if the number of Superfund enforcement 
cil?;(?li (Qv( rr! t. inues to rise as projected , it will become increasingly 
ben(:!I irT ia 1. f~or EPA program managers to maintain more comprehensive 
Sr~p"!r-I~uucl r?nf'orcement tracking information to help them answer 
quest i.c>ns such as "How long are different steps in the enforcement 
proct:!;s taking?" and "Are the time frames that have been set for 
thclr 1~roc(:ss txing met?" Although several EPA enforcement program 
manaqc?rs; cited benefits that would result from having a system for 
provitllng comprehensive information for tracking enforcement 
action:;, EPA has not assessed the feasibility of impl.ementi.ng such 
a s:y:3tem I 

EPA'S :$UPHKFUND ENFORCEMENT 1-."1..- "-. - .-" --" -.-._-- _-I-_*-- 
TRACK ING INFORMATION _..I"-..._-XI"_..I "-l.--ll-.-l-- 

According to EPA enforcement officials, in the early years of 
the Supf+r fund program-- when relatively few enforcement actions had 
k-e? e II t:~ ii k r:? n --program managers were able to keep track of the prog- 
r e Y s ol" each enforcement action. However, the level of Superfund 
enforcement activity has increased considerably since then, For 
example, whereas EPA had issued four administrative orders under 
section 106 of Superfund by the end of fiscal year 1982, the total 
had ~~rowrr to 29 by the end of 1983 and to 131 by August 31, 1984. 
As the number of Superfund enforcement actions increased, the 
h(!rr~'l(luar(lCIf"; enforcement divisions and regional offices began 
c:reati.ng systems to h e p 1 track enforcement activities. 0 f ,t. e 1'1 
tr h CL B t,, ? .r:yst(+m!:; were developed to provide information in r:c:!sI;x,nse to 
recju(?!; t,,I; from upper-level EPA management or the Conyres~ 

--,,~~-,,~,-~~~~~~?rfund rqpn ' li"; enforcement 
case locd ?GT~Ti~ease .1"1("- I. I. I. II .I.. - _" _"-ll". .- "_l__"-rlll-f-,---III1 

A:; vf~ Augui_;t 31 , 1984, EPA had sent out 5,250 notice :J.etterw 
to rr:$;p~:jno ible parties for purposes such as notifying them trf 
theli r' 1 iability For site cleanup. In addition, EPA had conch uded 
IT% neqrrtiiltions for site cleanup or cost recovery with I:*E:I;~~>w- 
s i. t-1 1 (:L pa r t ie Y and had 125 ongoing negotiations. EPA ect imates ,a.. 
that the number of hazardous waste sites it has identified will. 
eventually increase from about 18,000 to about 22,000 and that. the 
number of thescll sites that are considered by EPA to be its worst 
s i t e I."r - "- the Superfund sites-- will increase from 538 to between 



1 , 40CI and 2 )* 2110. ’ According to EPA headquarters enforcement 
off" i c:i a 1 f; I if" the number of Superfund sites grows as projected, 
t.hcb I.r:v~tl of’ Superfund enforcement will increase as well. The 
0 f' f' i. c: i il 1 :; :iai.d that an i.ncrease in enforcement actions will lead 
trr an incrc?a:.;cb in the amount of tracking information EPA managers 
will need to maintain for monitoring the progress of these 
act: ions V 

'I'h(1? amount of: information that EPA collects on any 
t:nf;oreem~:nt. action depends upon factors such as the number of 
rr.!::pon:; i.hl e parties involved and the complexity of the case. For 
rt x amp 1 FL , an cnl”c,reement action can involve hundreds of responsible 
pa r t. i E"' ,ci if: klundreds of hazardous waste generators and/or 
t- ran:;~,ortizr:; contributed waste to the site. Complex legal cases 
can t. ilk c> .c; e v 6.2 r- a 1 y e a r s to complete and result in large quantities 
i-1 f da t a . The reqional enforcement files for some of these cases 
f'iill !;everal file cabinets with detailed information on the case 
and copies of pertinent materials such qs notice letters and 
rrC'rC)r-ciR of meetings with the responsible parties. 

IlPA headyuarters has several 
q?Ttomc; that contain Superfund 
?!nforcement tracklny information 

Most. of' the Superfund enforcement tracking information main- 
t:ained at: FFA headquarters is located in two offices, the Office 
of Fnforcement and Compliance Monitoring, which is mainly involved 
in the leqal aspects of enforcement, and the Office of Waste 
Proq r-;^lm."; Enforcement, which has general programmatic responsibil- 
i.t.y for- hazardous waste enforcement. Each office maintains a 
variety of tlnforcement-related management information, including 
inFormat.ion used in monitoring the progress of individual Super- 
f trntl vr12 f’orwmcnt actions L 

the Gffice of Enforcement and 
??ompliance Monitorinq 

'I'hfs case trackinq information maintained by the Office of 
l;:r~For(:c~~ln~:int. and Compl iance Monitoring provides information on 
ET Fi s f:! !; that have been or will be filed in court. The office's 
principi~l case tracking system is an automated Enforcement Docket 
!';y s t” tw1 t 11 a t. hcI1.l SC? s management information on hazardous waste 
('inj'r,rc:c.llncnt: actions. According to an EPA system description, the 
I”:nfr>ru~rnt-tnt. Docket ‘System was established for tracking and manag- 
inq “jucli.c*j.al cnfiorcement. cases, maintaining a historical record of 
(‘nf’or-c~(‘r’ntlnt. cases, and conducting a variety of analyses for man- 
i:i(j(:'II'I~' n t I"11 rpc~sc!:~ . EPA enforcement program managers can use the 
:;ycrt(,bm to help revi.ew the progress of cases, determine the length 
01 1.i.mc.t tht-i steps in t:he enforcement process take after a case has 

1 ;‘;(:%.r% I’:l>n ’ z; Preliminary Estimates of Future Hazardous Waste 
I: 1 f i ;iK~c'os t. s are Uncertain (GAO/RCED-84-152, May 7, 1984), for 
a ~l~:;c:u:;r;iorr of the variables and uncertainties involved in these 
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been rc?EerrF?d to EPA headquarters, forecast when future ac:tions on 
cases wi 1 1. 1. ikely occur I and review the case loads and level of 
activity 0r c~nfIorcernent personnel. For example b* EPA managers c:tin 
use the docket: system to verify how long a case has been with the 
Departmc:rnt of Justice * If a case has not been filed in court 
within 61) days, EPA officials t9iscuss the matter with Department 
0 f J u 8 t i. c e 0 f f i c i a I,, s . 

The docket system includes both general descriptive informa- 
tion on cases and case-tracking information, The descriptive 
information includes items such as the names of the EPA and 
Department of Justice officials involved, the laws that are being 
used to bring the enforcement actions, and a narrative summarizing 
some of the significant details of the cases. The details 
recorded in the narrative can include items such as descriptive 
information on the sites and records of contacts with responsible 
parties. The case-tracking information available in the docket 
system is generally limited to recording milestone dates istarting 
from when a case has been referred by EPA's regional offices to 
EPA's headquarters and does not show data on enforcement activi- 
ties that occurred prior to the referral. The milestones most 
commonly tracked include when (1) cases are referred to EPA head- 
quarters and to the Department of Justice, (2) cases are fi.led in 
court, and (3) cases are concluded through a settlement or court- 
rendered verdict. Milestone dates such as when (1) notice I.etters 
are sent to the responsible parties, (2) EPA receives responses to 
these letters, (3) responsible party searches begin and end# ;bnd 
(4) negotiations with responsible parties begin and end are not 

~generally collected, although this information sometimes <a~~)pea?k"s 
in the case summary narratives. The data is usually recorctc?d in 
the individual case files maintained by regional attorneys, 

The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring's 
National Enforcement Investigations Center in Denver, Colorado, 
maintains a system that some regional offices use for tracking 
whether responsible parties are meeting the milestones for site: 
cleanup that are recorded in consent decrees. The Center ' s pr i. n- 
cipal mission is to provide technical support, such as taking :Gite 
samples of hazardous wastes, for EPA's enforcement actions. 
According to an August 15, 1984, memorandum from EPA's Deputy 
Administrator, the regional offices can choose whether to use the 
National Enforcement Investigations Center's system or use other 
means of tracking compliance with consent decree milestones, such 
as recording the information themselves. An Office of EnEorcc:ment 
and Compliance Monitoring project manager told us that in ocrler to 
provide more complete data for headquarters managers, the of f!Lce 
is planning to begin compiling summary information on con:;cnt 
decree compliance on an agencywide basis in January 1985. Nei ither 
the National Enforcement Investigations Center's system nor: the: 
agencywide summary is designed to include data on responsible 
parties' compliance with administrative orders, 
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The Office of Waste Programs Enforcement 

The Office of Wixste Programs Enforcement collects case-txack- 
ing information on both judicial and administrative enforcement 
actions. This information is maintained primarily in the office's 
Case Management System. The office also maintains a Superfund 
Enforcement Tracking System and produces a weekly report that 
records case-tracking information on some Superfund sites of 
particular interest to top-level management. In addition to these 
systems, the office helps the regions prepare Superfund Comprehen- 
slve Accomplishments Plans that provide information on planned 
activities for each region-- such as enforcement plans to refer 
case:; to EPA headquarters-- by fiscal year and quarter and records 
whether the activities were accomplished. 

The Case Management System is an automated data base that 
contains information on cases that are under development, signed 
administrative orders, cases that have been referred to the 
I)epart:ment of Justice for litigation, cases that have been filed 
jr-i court, and settlements with responsible parties. The system 
includes information on dates such as when (1) the search for 
responsible parties is completed, (2) notice letters are sent to 
responsible parties, (3) negotiations with responsible parties 

i begin, (4) cases are referred from EPA's regional offices to EPA 
i headquarters and the Department of Justice, (5) administrative 
~ orders are issued, and (6) settlements with responsible parties 
, are reached. Information on milestones such as when (1) 
~ responsible party searches begin, (2) responses to notice letters 

iire received, (3) negotiations are completed, and (4) the respon- 
sible parties have completed cleanup actions in compliance with 
administrative orders are not currently included in the system. 
llowever r EPA has plans to begin collecting information on addi- 
tional milestones in fiscal year 1985, including when negotiations 
tlxrtl and when responsible parties have completed all cleanup 
;rct,i.ons at a site. 

Office of Waste Programs Enforcement officials said that they 
FI;IIVF" decided to accord a high priority to enhancing the case man- 
clc.jctmcnt system by gathering additional information on the develop- 
ment and progress of cost-recovery cases. The officials noted 
l.hat: i.t is important to track cost recovery cases because these 
cases must be initiated before the statute of limitations on 
individual cases expires. 

The Superfund Enforcement Tracking System was originally 
(1c!ve"Lc>ped by the Office of Enforcement Counsel-Waste to be an 
~!nf'c)rcement activity tracking system. However, when the Office of 
W;r:";t_r:? Programs Enforcement assumed responsibility for the system 
in ,7un(r? 1982 after a reorganization, the system's data base was 
1'imi.tc:d to the names of notice letter recipients and the issue 
elates of notice letters. Although superseded by the Case Manage- 
ment System for the purpose of tracking enforcement actions, the 
I;tlperfund Enforcement Tracking System continues to serve as a 
repository of information on responsible parties. 
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The Office of Waste Programs Enforcement's weekly report, 
wh ich ,i:; sent to the Office of the Assistant Administrator for 
Solic! Waste and Emergency Response, includes information on the 
0 t 1" ,i c e I s activities, including short (generally one to three 
wentt5nct:s) descriptions of enforcement-related activities at 
:reversl important sites s The report also provides lists of issued 
aclministrative orders and cases that have been referred to the 
Department of Justice, filed in courtsI or resulted in 
settl.ements. Although the weekly report provides narrative 
information on the progress of enforcement actions at several 
s itus , it does not record dates for tracking milestones at all 
Super-fund sites, 

The Superfund Comprehensive Accomplishments Plans provide 
information on each region's plans for enforcement activities on a 
quarterly basis and record whether those plans were accomplished 
within the expected quarter. The catagories tracked in the plans 
include sites where the region plans to (1) conclude site classi- 
fication and responsible party search procedures, (2) begin nego- 
tiations with responsible parties, (3) issue administrative 
orders, (4) refer judicial enforcement cases (such as cost 
recovery cases) to headquarters, (5) continue to oversee ongoing 
responsible party cleanup activities, and (6) begin technical 
studies for sites to be cleaned up as a result of enforcement 
actions. The plans also list cases which have been filed in court 
under sections 106 and 107. According to enforcement officials 
from the Office of Waste Programs Enforcement, adding tracking 
information on responsible party compliance with consent decrees 
and administrative orders is a high office priority for fiscal 
year 198S. 

Other offices in EPA headquarters also maintain management 
information systems that supply enforcement-related information on 
subjects such as program priorities, accomplishments, and funding 
needs. In general, these systems provide summarized data for 
upper-level managers. For example, as part of its monthly report- 
ing procedures, the Office of Policy and Program Management in the 
Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response publishes a Site 
Status Summary Report that summarizes the status of removal 
actions, remedial actions, and enforcement actions at each Super- 
fund site. The information is derived from sources such as the 
Case Management System and includes information on whether a 
responsible party has been identified; how many notice letters 
have been sent; whether negotiations are planned, underway, 
suspended, or completed; whether a settlement has been reached; 
whether an administrative order has been referred to EPA headquar- 
ters or issued; whether litigation is ongoing; and whether a 
consent decree has been issued. Dates when enforcement activities 
have occurred are not included, nor is information on enforcement 
actions at sites not on the National Priorities List.2 

2The National Priorities List identifies hazardous waste sites 
that are eligible for remedial action under Superfund. 
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The? two EPA regional offices :in our review, Region T and 
lit.tc~,ion V, did not maintain the same type or amount of management 
,i,nF~rrnn~t:i.on on Superfund enforcement actions. Region V, which has 
140 Su~>erf:und sites, routinely maintains more summary information 
01-1 Sup6trf:'und enforcement actions than Region I, which has 45 
!';upcrfrund sites. In both regions, detailed information on en- 
f'r>rcement actions is maintained in the files on individual sites. 
0 f: f: ic ia "1 3 in both regional offices provide Superfund enforcement 
inf'crrmation for the EPA headquarters management information 
:;yr3tmno discussed above, such as the Enforcement Docket System, 
Czir:? Management System, and Superfund Comprehensive Accomplish- 
ment:; Plans. Neither region has a system that provides comprehen- 
!; I:vc? information on all Superfund enforcement actions initiated at 
t.hc reel ion . 

Region T contributes information to the EPA headquarters' 
mnnagement information systems and has recently implemented a 
system to track and summarize information on Superfund enforcement 
;;1 c t., i. 0 n s " According to the Chief of Region I's Enforcement and 
Cc>t"llt Recovery Section r a system for tracking Superfund enforcement 
iic:t:ions was not needed until recently because there was relatively 
II.ttle enforcement activity and few requests for enforcement 
in f'ormat ion I However, because of what the section chief said she 
believed will. be a likely increase in Superfund enforcement 
acWl.ionsl Region I has created a system to track the beginning and c I 
ending dates for (1) responsible party searches, (2) technical 
:;t:udies to determine the most cost-effective mean's of cleaning up 
s i.tes r and (3) negotiations for cleanup. Region I has developed 
and distributed a form for recording this information and has 
acc~uired a personal computer for data storage and retrieval. 

"In adfiition to its tracking system, Region I maintains logs 
1.0 L' :;lit.~+:; i.n which dates for certain milestones are recorded. The 
dates i.nclude when information requests and notice letters are 
sent. to responsible parties, the date of each response, and the 

~ dates of subsequent correspondence. 

i Iieqicm v . *_.._ -“_ _. “__- 

HPA ’ 2 Region V maintains summarized Superfund enforcement 
i.n!'orm~~tion in two regional status reports, in addition to contri- 
trutirvcl information to the headquarters management information 
syrl; terns * One of the regional reports, an enforcement status 
1~urnmar"y report, is prepared on a monthly basis. This report 
rr~tcow"tls each site' s classification; which and how many site 
act ion:-; F:l?A concluded with consent decrees, consent administrative 
( b rd e r !"S , and unilateral administrative orders; and which cases EPA 
ref'erred to the Department of Justice. 
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Rey.i.on V's second enforcement status report is prepared 
biweekly for each Superfund site. This document has spaces to 
record the dates EPA included sites on the National Priorities 
List, began and ended responsible party searches, sent notice 
letters to responsible parties, concluded negotiations, referred 
CQSE'!; to EPA headquarters and the Department of Justice, and 
arrived at settlements. The document shows if negotiations are 
ongoing or completed but does not show how long negotiations took. 

EPA OFFICIALS" VIEWS ON THE -"---,-- 
BENEFITS OF COMPREHENSIVE II_- 
ENFORCEMENT TRACKING INFORMATION - e""l-"*"-"" --dI 

Enforcement officials said that they could cite few examples 
of management problems caused by the absence of comprehensive 
enforcement tracking information, in part because the relatively 
small number of enforcement actions in the program's early years 
made tracking these actions comparatively easy. Enforcement 
officials from EPA headquarters and Region I cited management 
benefits that would result from having the information, but Region 
V enforcement officials said they believed that the information 
would have limited value. 

According to the Chief of Region I'S Enforcement and Cost 
Recovery Section, a Superfund enforcement tracking system was not 
needed until recently because there were relatively few cases to 
manage and relatively few requests for regional enforcement infor- 
mation. She said, however, that she believes a tracking system is 
now needed for several reasons. First, Region I has limited 
resources to handle the increasing number of Superfund enforcement 
cases. According to the section chief, a tracking system would 
help her make better resource allocation decisions by providing 
data on the status and upcoming requirements of all cases. 
Second, a tracking system would show Region I how long it took to 
complete various enforcement activities. The section chief said 
this information is particularly important for setting reasonable 
time frames for the responsible parties to complete the technical 
studies of site problems and alternative cleanup methods. Third, 
the section chief noted that EPA headquarters, Region I manage- 
ment, and the public are becoming more concerned about Superfund 
enforcement activities and are requesting information that the 
regional staff could obtain more readily if a tracking system were 
in place, 

The chiefs of the Remedial Response Branch and Regional 
Counsel Hazardous Waste Branch from Region V said that without a 
formal management information system, they cannot identify the 
average time it takes to perform each step in the enforcement 
process, set time frames based on historical norms, or determine 
where these time frames are being met and where there are devia- 
tions. However, the branch chiefs said that they believed deter- 
mining time frames and deviations from them is not very useful 
because the enforcement problems posed by every site are 
different. Many variables are involved, such as the magnitude of 
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cleanup required, the type of waste at the site, and the number of 
parties responsible for the hazardous waste. The branch chiefs 
were concerned that EPA headquarters officials would treat norms 
as an evaluation standard without regard for all the variables. 

The Associate Enforcement Counsel for Waste Enforcement in 
the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring and the 
Director, Office of Waste Programs Enforcement, believed that 
comprehensive Superfund enforcement tracking information would 

provide certain benefits. Both officials agreed with the section 
chief in Region I that the information would be useful in 
(1) determining how long different steps in the enforcement pro- 
cess are taking so that reasonable time frames can be set, 
(2) determining whether time frames set for the enforcement pro- 
cess are being met, and (3) more readily answering requests for 
information from the Congress and other sources. For example, 
although EPA has established a 60-day goal for concluding negotia- 
tions with responsible parties, EPA has not required the regional 
offices to maintain information on whether this goal has been 
met. In addition, the Director, Office of Waste Programs Enforce- 
ment! said that comprehensive tracking information would help EPA 
enforcement officials plan for varying work loads by providing 
data on when different types of actions are likely to be needed on 

~enforcement cases. 

The Associate Enforcement Counsel for Waste Enforcement and 
the Director, Office of Waste Programs Enforcement, echoed the 

:Region I section chief's statement that developing a comprehensive 
Superfund enforcement management information system was a rela- 
tively low priority in the early years of the program because of 
the small number of enforcement cases. These officials noted that 
competing demands on funds and staff time also helped prevent a 
comprehensive system from being developed. 

EPA's efforts to improve its management information systems, 
such as Region I's recently implemented tracking system and the 
Office of Waste Programs Enforcement's automated system, indicate 
that. Superfund enforcement tracking information is now receiving a 

'higher priority. In addition, p rogram management officials in the 
Office of Waste 'Programs Enforcement said that EPA is considering 

~setting up a working group to explore the feasibility of imple- 
~menting a comprehensive system. 

CONCLUSIONS - _fl,-- 

EPA's headquarters and regional offices have detailed 
. 

information in individual files and have created information 
systems for reporting various categories of enforcement data. 
Most of these systems were developed in recent years as the grow- 
ing number of cases prompted program managers to devise systematic 
ways of keeping track of individual enforcement actions. Accord- 
ing to EPA enforcement officials, if the number of Superfund 
enforcement cases continues to rise as projected, it will become 
increasingly beneficial for EPA program managers to maintain more 
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comprehensive Superfund enforcement tracking information to help 
them answer questions such as "How long are different steps in the 
enforcement process taking?" and "Are the,time frames that have 
been set for the process being met?" Although several EPA en- 
forcement program managers cited benefits that would result from 
having a system for providing comprehensive information for track- 
ing enforcement actions, EPA has not assessed the feasibility of 
implementing such a system. 

RECOMMENDATION TO THE EPA ADMINISTRATOR 

In view of the growing enforcement workload, we recommend 
that the EPA Administrator assess the feasibility of developing 
and maintaining a comprehensive Superfund enforcement management 
information system and, if cost effective, implement such a 
system. In making this assessment, the Administrator should 
consider the needs of EPA's program managers and the Congress. 

(089266) 
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